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The Future of Neurolaw

Author: Paul Catley

Over a decade ago Joshua Greene and Jonathan Cohen in their seminal article wrote: 'For the law, neuroscience changes nothing and everything.' Scholarly interest in the interaction between law and neuroscience is developing very quickly. This is demonstrated by this graph produced by the MacArthur Foundation’s Research Network on Law and Neuroscience.

It is also clear that the investment in the brain sciences is currently immense. In 2012 the ten year budget of the European Union’s Human Brain Project was estimated at €1.19 billion. President Obama launched the USA’s BRAIN Initiative in 2013 by pledging $100 million of State funding for the coming year with a similar amount pledged for each of the next ten years by private donors. The focus on brain research is not new - the then President of the United States, George Bush, had declared the 1990s the ‘Decade of the Brain’. Whereas the aim of the Decade of the Brain was to ‘enhance public awareness of the benefits to be derived from brain research’, the aims of the Human Brain Project and of the BRAIN Initiative are to provide public and private money to take that brain research forward.

The question for the law and for society more generally is what will that research find and what will be the implications of those findings?

1. THE CURRENT SITUATION

Neuroscience is already appearing in the courtroom. In England and Wales, a claimant seeking damages for a brain injury will, commonly, call neuroimaging evidence not just to prove the injury suffered, but also to inform the prognosis in terms of likely impact on future earning potential and likely future need for care and rehabilitation. Similarly, prosecutors will call neuroscientific evidence to prove the likely cause of injury to victims or to assess the extent of injury: issues that can be critical in determining the appropriate charge and the maximum potential sentence. The number of US cases in which neuroscientific evidence is used has been calculated as having doubled from 2006 to 2009. Indeed, in the United States it is fast approaching a situation where defence attorneys would be potentially negligent if they failed to gather brain scan evidence for a client facing a capital sentence. The United States is not the only country in which defence teams will make use of brain scan evidence. Parallel research in the United States, the Netherlands, Singapore, Canada and in England and Wales found defence lawyers in all jurisdictions making use of neuroscientific evidence to support their clients.

The English research found 204 reported cases in the eight-year period from 2005-2012 in which those representing people accused of criminal offences attempted to make use of neuroscientific evidence. In cases of alleged non-accidental head injury and sudden infant death syndrome, neuroscientific evidence has been critical in over-turning convictions for murder and reducing convictions from murder to manslaughter. This type of evidence has not been restricted to injuries to children. In Halling [24], evidence of the victim was introduced to argue that the fatal head injury had been sustained in self-defence. Neuroscientific evidence has also been introduced in the English courts to challenge the reliability of witness testimony. In R v X[25], a conviction was ruled unsafe following evidence from an expert witness for the appellant that ‘during the first five years of life, the frontal lobes of the brain rapidly change and that material was not retained in memory’[26]. This has the effect that childhood memories are ‘qualitatively different from later memories’.[27] However, subsequently the Court of Appeal has ruled that evidence in this area is not sufficiently advanced and has excluded expert evidence on the reliability of childhood memories. This illustrates the problems for the law in deciding whether or not to admit expert evidence in areas where there is not yet consensus. On the one hand it can be argued that unreliable and unverified evidence should be excluded. On the other hand, there is a need for the law to keep abreast of scientific developments, otherwise the exclusion of evidence may lead to injustice. The comment of Judge LJ on expert evidence in R v Cannings is particularly apposite: ‘We cannot avoid the thought that some of the honest views expressed with reasonable confidence in the present case (on both sides of the argument) will have to be revised in years to come, when the fruits of continuing medical research, both here and internationally, become available. What may be unprecedented today may be perfectly well understood tomorrow. Until then, any tendency to dogmatise should be met with an answering challenge.’

The English research suggests that neuroscientific evidence on behalf of those accused is more commonly introduced where the offence charged is a serious offence carrying a lengthy maximum sentence. The evidence is used to support appeals against conviction and appeals against sentence. Whilst the neuroscientific evidence is very significant in some cases, in a majority of the appeals against conviction examined the appeal failed.

The research from the United States presents a similar picture, the number of cases identified is greater, but very broadly in line when relative populations are taken into account. In both England and Wales and in the USA where specific neuroimaging technologies were mentioned as having been undertaken the type of scan most commonly used in both jurisdictions were Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT or CAT scan) suggesting that the use of structural neuro-images in the courtroom is much more widespread than the use of functional neuroimaging.

The term ‘neurolaw’ dates back to at least 1991. The use of the term can be linked to other disciplines which have similarly had the prefix ‘neuro’ added. The term neurolaw suggests a new type of law. At present, this is probably not warranted. It can be said that neuroscience, particularly cognitive neuroscience, is having an impact on the law, but it is not yet transformative. Advances in brain sciences are having an impact in assisting legal systems in assessing the seriousness of brain injuries, their causes and the likely prognosis of those who have sustained them. Neuroscience is helping to assess criminal responsibility and mental capacity as well as being used to assess risk. However, whilst useful, this is not ‘changing everything’ to use the words of Greene and Cohen. The question that will be explored in the rest of this article is whether neuroscience and in particular cognitive neuroscience could transform the law.

2. FREEWILL

Greene and Cohen’s celebrated essay looks, inter alia, at freewill and questions whether our conception that we make choices can survive advances in neuroscience. From a hard determinist standpoint freewill is an illusion. All events are the results of prior causes operating according to the laws of nature. Every event is causally determined - including human action. The idea of an uncaused cause has no place in this world view.
For the law such a world view is potentially very challenging. Law and in particular the criminal law is built on the assumption that individuals normally have choice and that they are to be judged on the basis of the choices that they make. This is not a new phenomenon, in the mid eighteenth century Blackstone wrote:

‘the concurrence of the will, when it has the choice either to do or to avoid the fact in question, being the only thing that renders human actions either praiseworthy or culpable. Indeed, to make a complete crime, there must be both a will and an act.’ [49]

This idea of both a will and an act can be seen in the requirement for most crimes of both a physical act (actus reus) and a mental element (mens rea), but Blackstone's statement also importantly has a focus on choice. This belief in a capacity of the individual to make choices remains a central underpinning of the law. Two hundred years after Blackstone, Hart wrote: ‘unless a man has the capacity and a fair opportunity or chance to adjust his behaviour to the law its penalties ought not to be applied to him.’ [51] More recently the Law Commission for England and Wales have stated that: ‘A person with no possibility of making any choice - whose action is in that sense “automatic” - does not have the capacity to control his or her actions.’ [52] In the view of the Law Commission such a person should be entitled to a defence to any criminal charge.[53]

If hard determinists are correct then nobody has choice. Benjamin Libet's experiment is often cited as evidence that our belief that we choose is an illusion. [44] In the experiment the participant has electroencephalogram (EEG) electrodes attached to her scalp. She sits in front of an oscilloscope timer and presses a button when she feels the urge to do so. She then records where the timer hands were when she first felt the urge to press the button. The experiment found that brain activity preceded the participant's perception as to when she first felt the desire to press the button. On average the brain activity took place 350 milliseconds (ms) before the participant reported starting to feel the urge to press the button. Whilst the test has been replicated, the interpretation of its findings remain controversial: with many objecting to an interpretation that the test demonstrates that free will is an illusion. [45] Proponents of a belief that we have choice in whether or not to act can point to the fact that according to Libet's findings there is a further delay (on average 150 ms) between the reported timing of the first urge to press the button and the actual pressing of the button. [46] This allows, it is argued, for an opportunity to veto the action. Therefore, whilst Libet's findings may (or may not) challenge a belief in free will do create the possibility of creating a belief in 'free won't' (i.e. an ability to veto action). If we return to the definitions of Blackstone, Hart and the Law Commission this opportunity to control actions, preserved by this interpretation of Libet's experiment, is enough to retain a belief that we normally have choice and the corollary that in such circumstances it is normally [47] justifiable to hold us responsible for those choices.

For the present, it would appear that the neuroscience of free will won't force the law to reassess its underlying approach to imposing responsibility. Scientists may on occasion say that there is no such thing as free will [45], but this does not mean that law must abandon its assumption that acts are normally voluntary. The scientific debate continues with some taking compatibilist [49] and some taking incompatibilist [50] standpoints. At some point a consensus may emerge, but for the moment that does not seem imminent. If a consensus supporting hard determinism does emerge it may challenge mankind's innate feeling that we do make decisions. Our current beliefs may not be evidenced by scientific proof, indeed they date back to centuries when a belief in the mind and the soul as separate entities from the brain and the physical body was not challenged by emerging scientific understanding. We may now reject the idea of the power of the ghost in the machine or the homunculus, but we still are very wedded to a view of the world which feels in tune with how we 'experience' our lives. Such belief systems may be termed 'folk psychology', but that does not alter their importance both for society and for the law. Findings from the Human Brain Project and the BRAIN Initiative or from subsequent developments into brain processes may make belief in such folk psychology untenable and if that happens the implications not just for the law but for society may be enormous, but for the moment it is hard to see law abandoning its underlying belief in human autonomy, individual responsibility and free will.

3. MY BRAIN MADE ME DO IT

Belief in hard determinism would lead to the conclusion that all human acts are the consequence of prior events. However, one does not have to expose this explanation of behaviour to see neuroscience as having the potential to challenge law's conception of responsibility. Discussion of the potential impact of neuroscience on the law often involve scenarios where a defence attorney [51] calls an expert witness who shows by use of images of the defendant's brain that the defendant could not act otherwise and therefore should not be punished. In these scenarios the jury typically will find the images of the brain with areas highlighted in different colours to denote areas of brain activity or areas of brain atrophy or damage incredibly compelling. The sub text of such scenarios is often that undeserving defendants will "get off" and that unscrupulous lawyers and scientists will hoodwink jurors and the courts.

The idea of mental condition defences is not new, nor is receiving supporting medical evidence. The M'Naghten Rules, [52] from 1843, still provide a defence in English law for individuals whose "defect of reason" results from a "disease of the mind". In the days before modern cognitive neuroscience, expert evidence would be presented to the court on the issue of whether or not a defendant suffered a defect of reason arising from a disease of the mind [53] or suffered from an 'abnormality of mind' (whether arising from a condition of arrested or retarded development of mind or any inherent causes or induced by disease or injury) [54]. This expert evidence might typically come from psychiatrists and medical practitioners. These experts would be likely to be drawing on observation of the accused, the accused's performance in tests and interviews and the accused's medical history.

The idea that individuals whose brains do not function properly should have a defence or a partial defence persists, as is seen in the new English law on diminished responsibility which refers to 'abnormality of mental functioning' arising from a 'recognised medical condition' [55].

Adding neuroscientific evidence such as functional or structural brain scan evidence to this mix does not transform the legal process. In an adversarial system, such as that in England and Wales or that applying in the United States, both prosecution and defence will have the opportunity to present neuroscientific expert evidence. In an inquisitorial system, such as those operating across most of continental Europe, the selection of the expert witness may be more critical as there will not necessarily be an alternative expert view presented. However, this is no different to other experts. Fingerprint evidence and DNA evidence have proved vital in helping to determine many criminal cases; yet they have not challenged the essence of the criminal trial. Similarly, brain scan evidence or other neuroscientific evidence relating to the mental functioning of the defendant may in some cases be highly significant in determining the outcome of the trial, but it will not fundamentally alter the criminal process.

3.1 IDENTIFYING GENUINE CASES

An example of a case in which brain scan evidence was critical is the case of Mohammed Sharif [56]. Sharif was charged with conspiracy to defraud. Prior to trial it was argued that he was unfit to stand trial. The prosecution expert, a psychologist, concluded that it was a 'clear case of malingering and that there was no psychiatric or mental component' [57]. The defence expert similarly concluded that Sharif was not suffering from any serious...
mental disorder and was fit to plead. Unsurprisingly, given the views of the experts on both sides, Sharif was found fit to stand trial \[62\]. At his trial the issue as to whether he was fit to plead was again argued, and again it was found that he was fit to plead. Sharif gave no evidence and was convicted and sentenced to three years' imprisonment. Leave to appeal was refused. In 2001 an application was made to the Criminal Cases Review Commission (CCRC) to consider his case. The CCRC's investigation was very detailed and took a long time, eventually leading to the case being referred to the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal concluded that Sharif had not been fit to stand trial and quashed his conviction. The reason for the volte face essentially turned on brain scan evidence. An MRI scan of Sharif's brain conducted shortly after his conviction showed a marked deterioration compared to a scan taken before he was convicted. A considerable number of experts assessed the evidence and concluded that there was clear evidence of progressive organic brain disease. The Court of Appeal concluded that Sharif had not been taking his disability at trial and that his conviction was unsafe.

The Sharif case illustrates an area where neurosciences may be particularly helpful to the courts and those administering justice more generally in determining whether mental condition defences are genuine or fake. Concerns exist that individuals can be taught how to defeat psychological tests in order to escape justice; whereas brain scan evidence, whilst clearly open to alternative interpretations does provide more robust, less easily faked, evidence. In England two high profile cases are particularly notorious. Ernest Saunders is often described as the man who recovered from Alzheimer's. Saunders was chief executive of Guinness plc and was involved in a share trading fraud connected to the take-over by Guinness of Distillers plc for which he was sentenced to five years' imprisonment. Saunders appealed and the sentence was halved because the judge concluded that Saunders was suffering from pre-senile dementia associated with Alzheimer's disease \[59\]. Tests indicated that Saunders did not know how to use a door, wrongly named George Ford rather than George Bush as being the then President of the United States and was unable to recite three numbers backwards. Saunders was released early as his symptoms were apparently worsening \[61\]. Following release the symptoms did not develop and Saunders was able to return to work as a highly paid business consultant and company executive. In 2000, following a long drawn out court process \[62\] the former Chilean dictator General Augusto Pinochet, was released by the Home Secretary on the basis of medical evidence that he was not fit to stand trial. \[63\] The decision was highly controversial - contrasted with the case of the former Chilean dictator General Augusto Pinochet where he was extradited to Spain for human rights abuses was arguably more to do with General Pinochet's support for the UK in the Falklands War and his strong links with the US government. Ernest Saunders' appeal may have been based on seemingly fairly easy to psychological tests, but it was supported by brain scan evidence \[63\]. Critics of the use of brain scan evidence in the court room argue that the Saunders case raises questions as to the reliability of brain scan evidence; and the fact that individuals may give it too much weight. Jeremy Warner quotes a fellow journalist commenting at the appeal: "Well there you are," whispered the man from the Sun. "Not even Ernest is capable of conning a brain scanner."

However, it is not so much a case of "conning a brain scanner". It is more a case of interpreting the evidence. Saunders' case took place in 1991; in the ensuing quarter of a century the ability of experts to interpret brain scan evidence has improved considerably and with the money being invested in the field it is reasonable to anticipate that it will continue to improve. Therefore, there is a strong possibility that neuroimaging evidence will provide robust evidence to assist in determinations as to whether someone is for example unfit to stand trial - particularly where as in Sharif's case there are a number of scans which can identify whether there has been deterioration over time.

### 3.2 Reshaping the Law

An American case raises a number of interesting questions for the law. An individual, who has hitherto been a law abiding pillar of society, starts to behave differently. He accesses internet pornography, he frequents prostitutes and then he makes sexual advances to his pre-pubescent step daughter. He is charged and convicted. The court gives him the option to attend an inpatient treatment programme or to go to prison. He chooses the rehabilitation programme. However, once on the course he starts making sexual advances towards fellow patients and nursing staff. He is removed from the programme and the night before he is due back in court he complains of intense headaches. A brain scan reveals a very large tumour pressing into the right orbito frontal part of the brain. Alongside his increasingly unrestrained sexual behaviour, other aspects of his personality are also changing. He is walking with an unsteady gait and he is urinating on himself. He is then tested and he is unable to complete relatively simple tasks such as drawing a clock face. The tumour is removed and he ceases to make sexual advances to those around him, his walking returns to normal, he stops urinating on himself and he is once again able to complete simple tests such as drawing a clock face. Seven months later he is able to return to live with his partner and his step daughter. Life appears to have returned to normal. Then the impulses to look at internet pornography return. The tumour had regrown. The tumour was removed. The impulses disappeared.

Was his undesired behaviour 'caused' by the brain tumour? Was he 'responsible' for his acts? Was there a point when he could control his actions and a later point when he could not? Does the fact that initially he concealed his behaviour from others evidence that he could control his behaviour or only evidence that he could conceal it? Do any of these questions matter to the law? Should they matter to the law?

Looked at from an English law perspective the sexual advances made towards his step daughter would appear \[67\] to amount to sexual assault of a person under 13 \[68\] or sexual activity with a child \[69\]. Both offences carry a maximum sentence under English law of 14 years' imprisonment. Under English law the only possible defence would be insanity. A first point to note is that, if the defence were to succeed, labelling someone with a brain tumour insane is neither medically nor in terms of societal understanding appropriate. However, in reality the defence is unlikely to be available in this case. He may have a "defect of reason" arising from a "disease of the mind", but he probably does not satisfy the rest of the test. To satisfy the test he must additionally persuade the court that he either did not "know the nature and quality of his act" or did not know that his conduct was legally wrong. On the facts neither test appears to be satisfied. Therefore, notwithstanding his brain tumour, he is likely to be found guilty. Without the brain scan evidence this is just a case about an individual who appears to have acted out of character for a short period in his life. With the brain scan evidence coupled with the neuroscientific understanding that the area of the brain impacted by the brain tumour is the primary area for impulse control we have a much better understanding of the way these things were being to arise. If the brain tumour is now removed is the offender no longer a threat to society? Should he be punished, if he could not control his impulses? If he no longer has those impulses (or he can now control those impulses) should he be free to resume his position in society free from a criminal record and without his name appearing on the sex offenders register. Neuroscience does not provide an answer to these questions, but it does help...
understand the offending behaviour and the assessment of future risk.

It could also help shape reform of the law. This is not to say that law reform would not occur but for the insights provided by neuroscience. The Law Commission for England and Wales have already recognised the need to reform the law on insanity and automatism[79], the difference is that through our increasing knowledge of the workings of the human brain that reform can be better informed. The current proposal to replace the old defence of insanity with a new defence of not criminally responsible by reason of a recognised medical condition is an example of how the law can benefit from greater scientific understanding. If the proposal was to be implemented, then the individual in Burns and Swerdlow's case study would fall within the new proposed defence if he 'wholly lacked capacity' to control his physical acts.[71]

3.3 DEVELOPMENTAL (IM)MATURETY

Under English law an individual is criminally responsible from the age of ten onwards. Other European countries have higher ages of criminal responsibility[72]. English law's approach of imposing criminal responsibility so young is at variants with the growing understanding arising through neuroscience. As the Royal Society note:

"Neuroscience is providing new insights into brain development, revealing that changes in important neural circuits underpinning behaviour continue until at least 20 years of age. The curves for brain development are associated with comparable changes in mental functioning (such as IQ), but also suggestibility, impulsivity, memory or decision-making, and are quite different in different regions of the brain. The prefrontal cortex (which is especially important in relation to judgement, decision-making and impulse control) is the slowest to mature. By contrast, the amygdala, an area of the brain responsible for reward and emotional processing, develops during early adolescence. It is thought that an imbalance between the late development of the prefrontal cortex responsible for guiding behaviour, compared to the early developments of the amygdala and associated structures may account for heightened emotional responses and the risky behaviour characteristic of adolescence."[73]

When considering criminal behaviour the prefrontal cortex, with its significance in terms of judgement, decision-making and impulse control, is clearly crucial and yet this is described as the slowest to mature. Holding teenagers and pre-teens criminally responsible as if they were adults when it is to be expected that they will not have developed their ability to think through decisions fully or to control their emotions is unjust. A graduated approach which assesses each individual according to their level of responsibility would be a possible route.[23] Under English law there used to be a rebuttable presumption of delict incaus for children aged under 14. This had the effect that those aged from 10 to 13 were presumed not to be criminally responsible unless the prosecution could show that at the time of committing the offence the child knew the difference between right and wrong. However, in 1998 Parliament abolished the presumption.[70] In R v T[74] the House of Lords explained the change on the basis that compulsory schooling had made the old common law presumption redundant.[77] From the court report it appears that in arriving at their decision the court gave no consideration to the countervailing neuroscientific evidence. It may be true that school children are taught the difference between right and wrong, but this does not address the issue that when teenagers and pre-teens are in emotionally charged situations they may behave in ways which are very different to how they would respond later in life as mature adults. Labelling such children and young adults as criminal may reflect what they have done, but may not reflect their degree of responsibility for their acts and may severely damage their future life prospects.

The USA has been more receptive to neuroscience based developmental maturity arguments. Farahamy's research found 84 reported cases between 2005 and 2012 in which general developing brain theory arguments[24] were used by defendants and in 21% of these cases the appellant was successful[25]. The period also saw three important Supreme Court decisions all of which drew in part on neuroscientific understanding of juvenile brain development. In Roper v Simmons[26] it was held to be unconstitutional to execute anyone convicted of a crime which was committed before the age of 18. In Graham v Florida[27] it was declared unconstitutional to impose life without possibility of parole for a non-homicidal juvenile offence and in Miller v Alabama[28] it was decided that it was unconstitutional to impose mandatory life imprisonment without possibility of parole for juvenile offences.

Whether English law will remain out of line with scientific understanding in this area is unclear. The Law Commission proposed a partial defence to murder for young offenders.[83] However, this proposal was not implemented. Lord Phillips, the then senior Law Lord, criticised this omission:

"It is surely offensive to justice that a child whose brain has not yet developed to the extent necessary to provide the self-control that is found in an adult should be unable to pay this fact in aid, at least as a partial defence"[84].

However, the Law Commission have recently returned to this theme in their examination of possible reform of the criminal law defences of insanity and automatism. In looking at the issue they examined some of the neuroscientific evidence on brain development[85] and concluded that there was a need to examine whether law reform was required in this area.

3.4 PERSONALITY CHANGE

The orbito frontal tumour case is not the only example of personality change. The classic example of a head injury leading to changed behaviour is that of Phineas Gage. In 1848 Gage was injured in a terrible accident when working on the rail road. Amazingly Gage survived despite having had a large iron rod driven through his skull by an explosion. The rod went through and destroyed most of the left frontal lobe of his brain. Whilst there has subsequently been dispute as to the extent of the change to Gage's personality following the accident, there is agreement that his personality changed. His case helped support those nineteenth century scientists who believed that certain parts of the brain underpin behavior. By contrast, the orbitofrontal cortex is the slowest to mature. Two scientists, one from the Royal Society, noted in 1995 that: [79]

"The orbitofrontal cortex which is involved in decision making, personality, and emotional expression is the last structure to mature, and is thought to maturing into the late teens. It is this area that would be most affected by the head injury sustained by Gage."[73]

The Law Commission have recently returned to this theme in their examination of possible reform of the criminal law defences of insanity and automatism. In looking at the issue they examined some of the neuroscientific evidence on brain development[85] and concluded that there was a need to examine whether law reform was required in this area.
4. PERSONAL INJURY

The cases of Christopher Meah and Kerrie Gray were unusual compensation claims. However, notwithstanding the limitations imposed by the Gray decision, compensation for personality change is now well established in English personal injury cases. The Judicial College Guidelines help the courts determine the level of damages appropriate in personal injury cases. In the section on brain damage, guidance as to the amount of compensation to be awarded is linked to the extent of brain damage. As would be expected, brain scan evidence is often used in such head injury cases. The ability to evidence brain injury with neuro-images can be very useful in not just proving the genuineness (or otherwise) of the injury, but also in assessing the likely prognosis for the injured party. Previously, the courts would have to rely on medical prognoses based on the victim's performance in tests of brain function and the apparent severity of the injury. With neuroimaging evidence the extent of brain injury can be better assessed and as a result the likelihood of and the likely extent of recovery can also be predicted more accurately.

Another very important area where neuroscience can assist the law is in determining the cause of injuries. Cases of alleged non-accidental head injuries (NAHI) in infants have proved particularly problematic for legal systems. It is vital to differentiate accurately between on the one hand tragic deaths and injuries arising from natural causes and on the other hand cases of murder, manslaughter or assault. In such cases the victim may either be dead or too young to give evidence. The only witness(es) may well be the possible perpetrator(s). To elicit the truth, it is likely that medical evidence will be vital. Following a finding that the conviction of Angela Cannings for the murder of two of her children was unsafe, the authorities took the unusual step of writing to certain individuals who had been convicted suggesting that they might like to consider an appeal. In one such case the Court of Appeal heard an appeal relating to four cases of alleged NAHI. The appeals turned on the expert medical evidence, much of it neuroscientific. Ten medical witnesses were called by the appellants and 11 by the Crown. Two of the appellants had their convictions for murder quashed. In one case the murder conviction was reduced to manslaughter. One verdict was upheld. In all the cases the evidence of the nature of the brain injuries and whether they were the product of the child being deliberately shaken was vital. The judgment is unusual in that in addition to the normal judicial reasoning, the judgment also contains two appendices: one covering medical terminology and one containing diagrams of the brain.

4.1 PAIN

One area of personal injury claims which is particularly problematic is compensation for pain and suffering. Few would argue that a person who is injured and suffers pain and suffering as a result of another's deliberate or negligent act should be compensated. The problem for the law is that pain is essentially a subjective experience and the person experiencing the pain has a financial interest in persuading the court that the pain is severe. This fact may both tempt claimants to exaggerate the pain that they suffer and may lead to courts and insurers being unduly cynical and dismissive of claims that are made. Assumptions may be made based on the type of injury as to the likely level of pain, but these may not be accurate. Ideally the courts should be able to compensate the victim for the actual pain suffered rather than on the basis of unverifiable witness testimony or generalised assumptions that may not be applicable to the victim in question. Neuroimaging does not yet provide a measure which can conclusively demonstrate whether an individual is suffering chronic pain or the extent of that pain, but the science is advancing and in the reasonably near future this information may be available to the courts and insurers. Given the huge sums involved this will be a very important development. In the United Kingdom musculoskeletal conditions cost the NHS over £5 billion annually and lead to over 30.6 million working days being lost. The total annual indirect cost of back pain has been estimated at £10 billion a year. Better identification of those genuinely in pain will not eliminate these costs, but it will allow money to be much better targeted. It could also help provide objective evidence of the effectiveness or otherwise of treatments aimed at alleviating pain. Additionally, it could help differentiate genuine claimants from those who are trying to cheat the system; particularly in areas such as alleged whiplash injuries where physical evidence of injury is notoriously difficult to prove. This potential to differentiate the genuine from the spurious could be very valuable in relation to some disability benefits where claimants may struggle to evidence the existence or extent of their physical disability, but may genuinely be in severe pain and hence unable to work.

4.2 SPORT

One of the largest personal injury claims has been that brought by American football players against the National Football League (NFL) after it allegedly concealed knowledge of the risks of concussions. The $1 billion plan is to compensate players who have suffered head injuries. The deal does not involve any admission of wrongdoing on the part of the NFL. The case followed a number of high profile incidents, some involving the early retirement of leading players and others more disturbingly involving suicides by former players. Without neuroimaging the extent of the damage to players' brains would not have been apparent and the NFL might well have persisted with its approach of denying the serious adverse health effects related to repeat concussion. Neuroimaging has not only helped demonstrate the existence of brain damage in both professional American footballers and those playing at lower levels including those still at school, but it has also enabled chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) to be identified in the brains of American footballers. Currently these tests are only definitive when conducted after death, but shockingly over 95% of former American footballers' brains that have been posthumously examined have revealed evidence of CTE. Evidence from neuroimaging studies have influenced changes in the rules of American football and amateur boxing but other sports including rugby are under pressure to do more. As neuroimaging becomes more advanced, for example once CTE can be confidently identified in living patients, it is likely that pressure for change to sporting rules will become greater and the potential for civil actions and possibly even criminal actions against sports authorities will increase.

5 LIES AND MEMORY

Without knowing the facts, it is impossible to do justice. However, in order to discover the facts courts are typically dependent on very large part on witness testimony. Jurors and others who have to determine the facts often face conflicting accounts of events given by different witnesses. Their role is to assess the credibility and truthfulness of the witnesses. There are many factors which may impact on a juror's or a judge's approach to this task. The plausibility of the evidence, its coherence, whether it is supported by other evidence, whether it fits the narrative given by other witnesses, the demeanour of the witness: all these factors and more are likely to
influence the juror or judge in trying to sift through the evidence in the quest for the truth. In such a situation would it not be helpful to the juror or judge to know if the witness was telling the truth?

Laboratory tests suggest that humans are not very good at discerning deception. Typically, in these tests an individual is told to lie in response to a particular question or questions and the individuals being tested are asked to identify when the actor is lying. Many of these tests take place in universities and make use of the most readily available participants: university students both as actors and as those being tested. University students are likely to be better educated and younger than the average juror. Factors which may be relevant in determining a person’s ability to discern deception. Additionally, the setting is very different from a courtroom. Giving evidence in court for most people will be a very nerve wracking experience. Playing a role in a laboratory test is unlikely to reflect this. A witness in a courtroom setting who is trying to deceive a jury is in a very different position from an actor in a university experiment who is trying to slip untruths past a group of university students. However, whilst laboratory tests may not be a very good method of mirroring the courtroom setting, they do raise concerns about our ability to discern deception - a skill which is central to the pursuit of justice. The possibility exists that groups of individuals working together to separate the true from the false are more accurate than individuals working alone. However, it is unclear whether the jury set up where jurors hear all the evidence and then discuss is closer to the group model or a multiple individual model. Jury systems are not universal; where they are often confined to criminal trials and only for the most serious criminal offences. Whether judges are better at discerning deception than lay jurors is unclear. Their experience in assessing witnesses may make them more skilled; alternatively, it may lead them to become cynical and case-hardened.

Many companies and scientists are keen to bring such technology into the courtroom. This is not new. The Frye case back in 1923, was an appeal against the decision of the trial court to exclude polygraph evidence to define the contention that the defendant was telling the truth. In that case the test was described as "a systolic blood pressure deception test". The exclusion of the evidence was not because the courts would not countenance the introduction of such evidence, but because the technology was deemed not yet sufficiently robust:

> Just when a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimental and demonstrable stages is difficult to define. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential force of the principle must be recognized, and while courts will go a long way in admitting expert testimony deduced from a well-recognized scientific principle or discovery, the thing from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs.

Over the years many lie detection systems have been devised; more recently attention has focussed on neuromaging as a means of determining whether an individual is lying. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) shows the use of oxygen in different parts of the brain. It is claimed that the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) hemodynamic response has the potential to identify lying at source (i.e. inside the brain) and is therefore arguably more reliable than polygraph technologies which identify signs of stress such as galvanic skin responses. Small scale comparative tests have suggested that fMRI performs better at identifying deception than polygraphs and that combined the two approaches are even better at identifying deception and suggestions have been made that fMRI lie detection should be admitted in certain circumstances.

Linked to, but separate from, lie detection is memory detection. Claims have been made that neuromaging offers opportunities to identify whether an individual has memories of for example a particular place or a particular object. Brain activity associated with recognition and recovery of memories is thought to differ from brain activity when something is seen or heard for the first time. The initial response is viewed as being subconscious and therefore harder or impossible to fake, making proponents of the technology more confident as to its accuracy as a "guilty knowledge test". Some argue that such technologies are already ready to be admitted into the courtroom but so far, in most jurisdictions, the courts have been reluctant to admit neurotechnologies into the courtroom to prove whether a witness is telling the truth.

This is not to say that all jurisdictions have been so reticent. Possibly the greatest international interest in memory detection in the courtroom has arisen through its use in India. In India the Brain Electrical Oscillation Signatures (BEOS) test has been used to test whether witnesses including defendants have memories of significant facts associated with the case in which they are involved. Probably its most infamous use was in 2008 when Aditi Sharma was convicted of murdering her fiancée, in part on the basis of the interpretation of her brain responses when shown images related to her alleged crime. Her conviction was subsequently overturned on appeal, though the principle that such evidence can be admissible provided the right safeguards are in place is accepted by the Indian Supreme Court.

Much focus on the potential introduction of lie detection and memory detection into the courtroom is on human rights. The idea of compelling an accused to undergo lie detector or memory detection tests particularly if that test is going to be based on neuromaging of the brain is seen to raise fundamental constitutional issues particularly around the privilege against self-incrimination contained in the Fifth Amendment. For European audiences, Article 8 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is possibly most relevant with its qualified protection of privacy, though Article 3 with its protection from inhuman and degrading treatment may also be engaged. If the technologies become more reliable then the pressure to include such evidence in court is likely to increase. In the pursuit of justice. The possibility exists that groups of individuals working together to separate the true from the false are more accurate than individuals working alone. However, it is unclear whether the jury set up where jurors hear all the evidence and then discuss is closer to the group model or a multiple individual model. Jury systems are not universal; where they are often confined to criminal trials and only for the most serious criminal offences. Whether judges are better at discerning deception than lay jurors is unclear. Their experience in assessing witnesses may make them more skilled; alternatively, it may lead them to become cynical and case-hardened.
Compelling individuals to give up their thoughts and memories in such a manner may seem the greatest invasion of privacy imaginable, but in the pursuit of justice should the State be allowed to take such a step? So long as the technology is insufficiently robust this question can be side-stepped, but there is likely to come a time when the question may be addressed. The question may be as familiar as the right to privacy rights of terrorists and suspected terrorists. Using fMRI or EEG may seem a much less oppressive approach to eliciting the truth than water boarding or other forms of torture. It may also be more effective at eliciting accurate information. However, concluding that something is more acceptable than torture, does not make it acceptable. [123] Earlier in the article it was noted that 50% of initial US government funding for the BRAIN Initiative was coming from DARPA. DARPA's interest in covert remote neural monitoring and imagining[124] probably explains part of the agency's reasons for supporting the project. Currently, individuals are watched, for example, airports to see if they are acting suspiciously - from a security perspective how much better if not only their actions are monitored, but their thoughts could be monitored? Individuals being questioned, particularly trained individuals, may take counter measures to attempt to conceal the fact that they are lying or concealing the truth when questioned. This may fool a human questioner or even someone reading polygraph, fMRI or EEG results, but if the attempt to extract information was conducted surreptitiously the individual would not know to initiate counter measures. However, as a society we may not object to being observed to see if we are behaving suspiciously whilst we are in a public place; particularly if there is good reason for security measures being in place. In the UK, for example, Closed Circuit Television in public areas has been widely accepted by the public as a valuable crime prevention and crime detection tool. Airport security measures including body scanners are accepted around the world by those seeking to fly. Is covert mind reading just a logical progression or a completely different ball game? Would societies embrace it as an important security enhancing measure, reject it as a wholly unacceptable invasion of privacy or pragmatically want to assess its use on a case by case basis?

The party seeking to use such technology might not be the State. Should an employer be able to insist that an employee should undergo a lie detector test? We accept that an employer can question an employee when for example money goes missing? If the interpretation of the answers is more accurate if some form of lie detection technology is involved, then should its incorporation into the questioning process be welcomed? What about gathering information about the employee's attitudes? Is it appropriate for an employer to try and ascertain whether an individual is for example racist or sexually attracted to children? Would it depend on the employee's role? Psychological testing can already help inform such assessments, but fears exist that employees may give the answers that they think are desired rather than reveal their genuine beliefs. Neuroimaging may be more difficult to fool, but is it too great an invasion of privacy? At some point in the not too distant future courts may be called upon to assess the nature and extent of measures that employers can introduce to assess the suitability of their employees and prospective employees. It need not be an employer, a wide range of parties may wish to embrace this technology as it becomes more accurate and cheaper and easier to use. Adoption agencies could use it to decide whether prospective adopters would be suitable, individuals may want to find out if a prospective spouse or partner is telling the truth, employers may wish to know more about the guilty knowledge and/or veracity of their politicians.

This section has focussed on neuroimaging being used to detect memories and lies from those who are trying to conceal them. However, there are also those who will seek to use neuroimaging to 'prove' the truth of their testimony. In Smrau[25] it was the accused who wished to demonstrate the veracity of his testimony by seeking to introduce fMRI evidence to support his contention that he was not guilty of fraud. Such cases do not raise the privacy and privilege against self-incrimination arguments that are raised in cases where it is the other side who wish to compel a witness to undergo neuroimaging to test whether they are lying or concealing guilty knowledge. In Semrau, Judge Tu Tham excluded the evidence as not satisfying the Daubert test[126] and not satisfying rule 403 of the Federal Rules of Evidence[127] In a detailed assessment of the current state of scientific knowledge the judge focussed on how the science had not yet been adequately tested in real life situations. However, he did not rule out that at some stage in the future such evidence could be admissible. Evidence given simply to bolster the credibility of a witness is excluded in many jurisdictions[128] but if that evidence was compelling there seems little logic as to why a court attempting to achieve justice would wish to exclude that evidence. The argument that it would be usurping the role of the jury[129] in determining whether witnesses were telling the truth seems weak if the aim of trials is to achieve justice and if, as appears from the research, humans are poor at identifying lies.

Clearly more research is needed to determine whether in the real world lie detection and memory detection works or can be made to work. To be robust it will be helpful if it can differentiate to what extent of measures that employers can introduce to assess the suitability of their employees and prospective employees. It need not be an employer, a wide range of parties may wish to embrace this technology as it becomes more accurate and cheaper and easier to use. Adoption agencies could use it to decide whether prospective adopters would be suitable, individuals may want to find out if a prospective spouse or partner is telling the truth, employers may wish to know more about the guilty knowledge and/or veracity of their politicians.

6 NEURO-ENHANCEMENT

Neuro-enhancement which arises from, for example, good diet, healthy sleep habits and education is largely uncontroversial[130] Similarly, the benefits deriving from the elimination or reduction of factors such as pollution, which damage neurocognitive abilities are equally likely to be viewed as ethically unassailable. Equally, assisting those with impaired cognitive abilities to perform better than the norm this starts to raise questions of unfair advantage - particularly if the opportunity to benefit is not open to all within society. A number of drugs are claimed to have benefits which could assist an individual to perform better. Claims are made, for example, that Modafinil increases attention, enhances wakefulness, improves planning, improves decision making, improves motivation and improves memory. Assuming that these claims are genuine is it fair that individuals should be able to benefit in this way? In sport decisions have been made to ban performance enhancing drugs on the basis that they give those who take them an unfair advantage. Should the same approach apply to other areas of life? These questions may appear primarily ethical rather than legal issues, but if we move to a conclusion that some behaviours are unethical the next question logically will be to ask if they should be illegal. Assuming that claims that Methylphenidate increases concentration, improves memory consolidation and improves problem solving should students be allowed to take it when preparing for exams? Currently some drugs are available only on prescription and are targeted at assisting those with particular problems, but where these drugs are generally beneficial there is a case for arguing that they should be more widely available. At present, this argument can generally be avoided by pointing to actual or potential side effects that can be employed to warrant banning such drugs for non-therapeutic use. However, as we gain more understanding as to how the brain works and as more money is invested into neuropharmacology it becomes more likely that drugs will be developed which have clear neurocognitive
benefits for those with normal or heightened cognitive abilities and either no or minimal side effects.

However, it is not just drugs which potentially provide such benefits. Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) is claimed to enhance both scholastic and language ability, improve memory, attention, concentration and coordination. The devices are affordable and easily available. As with current neuro-pharmacological drugs there are doubts as to whether tDCS actually works on healthy adults,[132] but this does not mean that devices which do have significant benefits will not be developed. Assuming such drugs and devices do not raise health and safety issues one question is whether they provide those who use them with an unfair advantage and if so, whether they should be prevented from gaining this advantage.

A second question is whether employers should be permitted to ask or even to demand that their employees take them. Half the initial public funding of President Obama’s BRAIN Initiative is from the military. If DARPA or its equivalent in other countries was to develop a drug which increases attention, enhances wakefulness, improves planning, improves decision making, improves motivation and improves memory,[133] or indeed does any one of the above without any significant adverse impact on other areas of performance would it not want its military personnel to take the drug? In an environment where individuals are used to following orders getting people to take the drug might not be problematic, but in another profession such a request / demand from an employer might meet resistance. Suppose at some point in the future that a drug is shown, for example, to enhance hand eye coordination and suppose that all available evidence indicated that there were no adverse side effects should, for example, a hospital trust be able to insist that the surgeons that it employs use the drug? Could a point be reached where the hospital trust was negligent if it did not insist?

Another area where neuro-pharmacological enhancement enters muddy ethical waters is where it aims to make an individual morally better. Moral enhancement through ‘good’ parenting, the example of role models or through education will generally be seen as positive. Moral enhancement through religious teaching is for many a central element in developing a moral compass; though some would see it as superstitious mumbo-jumbo. However, what if a drug would make the person taking it, for example, more empathetic would this be acceptable? Is being “good” about the struggle to be good or is it about the result. Should society admire the person who is tempted to be “bad” and chooses to be “good” more or less than the person who is “good” because that is all that they want to be? Are these simply ethical questions which need not concern the law or are they matters about which legislators and the courts should develop approaches? Is there a material difference between drugs which will reduce aggressive behaviour and drugs which will promote altruistic behaviour? We are already at a point where drug treatment to alter behaviour in Europe and the United States is widespread and is often focussed on the young. These interventions can be viewed as medical where the ‘problematic’ behaviour is labelled a disorder, but definitions of disorders vary over time and between cultures. In England, homosexuality was viewed as a disorder and those convicted of homosexual offences could be offered the option of hormonal treatment, in effect chemical castration, as an alternative to prison. Now in England, not only is homosexual activity no longer illegal, but discrimination on grounds of homosexuality is illegal and gay marriage and adoption by gay couples is not only allowed, but celebrated.

7 BRAIN COMPUTER INTERFACES

Technological advances have enabled those with disabilities to improve their quality of life and gain greater freedom for example through cochlear and retinal implants. Robotic arms controlled by thoughts and nerve impulses provide greater independence for a growing number of disabled individuals and surgeons are developing which will respond to brain impulses to enable tetraplegic individuals to walk again. In general terms these developments appear very positive, but they do raise some legal questions. If someone with a robotic arm strikes another person because they fail to control the arm effectively - should the blow be viewed by the law as an assault? If someone deliberately damages a neuroprosthetic should it be viewed as criminal damage or as assault? Once upon a time the idea of bionic humans with enhanced abilities might have been the stuff of TV series such as The Six Million Dollar Man or films such as Reboopy but increasingly science is catching up with fiction. Should there be any legal limits on the abilities which humans can be given? If so, how should these limits be set?

Developments in neuroscience have also enabled those for example coping with locked in syndrome to communicate with the world. The individual with locked in syndrome who is perhaps best known to English audiences was Tony Nicklinson. His impassioned appeals to be allowed to die with dignity[134] attracted much support from the public at large, but failed to persuade the courts[136] and Parliament.[137] The current situation is that English law is out of line with the apparent views of the majority of the population. Interestingly, the President of the Supreme Court, Lord Neuberger, was of the view that if it were possible to provide for Nicklinson and others in his situation with the technological means to commit suicide, then this would not amount to assisting suicide, but would be a means of supporting personal autonomy.[138] This illustrates how, for at least the most senior of the Supreme Court judges, technology could transform the legal situation.

Technology also affords an opportunity to communicate with some of those with even more difficulties in expressing their wishes, concerns and feelings. The work of Adrian Owen, Stephen Laureys and others has enabled some patients diagnosed as being in Vegetative States (VS) and Minimally Conscious States (MCS) to answer questions. This provides the opportunity to learn more about the experiences and wishes of such individuals. Using fMRI individuals who cannot otherwise communicate with the outside world are asked to think about for example walking around a house for “yes” and playing tennis for “no”. The different thoughts should involve BOLD readings in different and distinct parts of the brain depending on the activity on which the individual is concentrating. By testing responses in relation to questions for which the answer is known[139] and repeating questions to ensure consistency of response those seeking responses can then progress to issues about which those posing the questions are less certain such as whether the individual is in pain. Whilst the two option structure of the questions is very limited; it could help for example in achieving the best treatment of such individuals in hospital. The limited dialogue opportunities afforded by the current technology does not provide the means by which a patient could give informed consent to a proposed treatment as the patient cannot raise questions or alternative treatment options. However, arguably the existing technology would allow the patient to express preferences between two options. Contentiously, this could include the ability to express a preference to live or die.[140]

8 CONCLUSION

If hard determinism becomes not only the accepted discourse of science, and but also accepted by politicians, policy makers, judges and society at large then it will challenge the foundations of not just law, but social interaction generally. We believe that we have choice, if we become convinced that such a belief is untenable then our current folk psychology will have to evolve. However, we are wedded to our belief that we have choice and therefore the extreme option that “for the law, neuroscience changes … everything” is unlikely to be
imminent. The alternative option presented by Greene and Cohen that ‘for the law, neuroscience changes nothing’ is equally untrue.

Neuroscience has already affected court decisions and will continue to do so. Neuroimaging evidence can be the difference between life and death for some convicted of capital offences in the United States. In courts around the world it is being introduced to provide evidence as to the cause and extent of injuries. Neuroscientific evidence is being introduced to provide evidence of the mental state of defendants. It cannot provide evidence as to what an accused was thinking or intending at the time that the offence was committed; but it can provide evidence to support or counter arguments about for example abnormality of mental functioning or fitness to plead. Neuroscientific evidence is not alone in being able to do this. Psychiatrists, psychologists and other medical practitioners have given evidence in the courtroom on these matters for many years. However, neuroscience does provide new insights. The evidence from, for example neuroimaging, still needs to be interpreted by experts, but as understanding of the workings of the brain advance so the quality of this interpretation will improve and the importance of this evidence will increase.

The increased understanding of cognitive processes afforded by neuroscience may also lead to reform of the law. Parents have known since the dawn of time that decision making processes in children and young adults develop over time. Educationalists, psychologists and others have added to this knowledge. Neuroimaging is now providing an extra dimension to this understanding. This will not necessarily lead to legal change, but it adds to the pressure for law reform in countries such as England and Wales which have very low ages of criminal responsibility.

As noted, neuroscience has already had a very significant impact in providing better evidence in personal injury cases. For the moment neuroscience cannot determine the extent of chronic pain being suffered by personal injury claimants, but this may change. If it does change this will be a very major contribution to the legal process - allowing compensation to be much better targeted. Better understanding of head injuries may lead to changes in health and safety approaches in sport and in life more generally. Failure to respond to this greater understanding may lead to compensation claims as has already been seen in American football.

The impact of neuroscience on the law in areas such as lie detection, memory detection, neuro enhancement and brain computer interfaces is perhaps most difficult to predict. Lie detection or memory detection which is accurate in real life settings; would potentially revolutionise the court process and life more generally - but would societies be prepared to embrace the technology? Allowing others to read your thoughts and access your memories is a very clear invasion of privacy. Do the benefits outweigh the costs? This may become a major issue in the future. For the moment, it remains science fiction; but it will not necessarily remain so.

Neuro enhancement and brain computer interfaces designed to work therapeutically to bring individuals up to the norm may seem largely unproblematic so long as they work and do not have serious side effects. However, advances which enable individuals to be better than the norm raise different ethical and possibly legal questions - around unfair competition and what it is to be human. As the technologies advance these questions will have to be considered by legislators, the courts and society more generally.

The graph from the MacArthur Foundation, reproduced at the start of this article, illustrates the way in which scholarly discussion of these areas has been expanding over recent years. It is unlikely that this trend will alter. Understandings arising from cognitive neuroscience have the potential to transform not just the law, but society. Academic lawyers need to keep abreast of the scientific developments so that they can play a part in shaping the future.

[1] Head of Open University Law School, email: paul.cately@open.ac.uk
[5] BRAIN in this context stands for Brain Research Through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies
[6] The $100 million of State money for 2014 was identified as coming from the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) ($50 million), the National Institutes of Health (NIH) (c. $40 million) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) (c. $20 million). The private funding was identified as being pledged by the Allen Institute for Brain Science ($60 million p.a. for 10 years), the Howard Hughes Medical Institute ($30 million p.a. for 10 years), the Kavli Foundation ($4 million p.a. for 10 years) and the Salk Institute for Biological Studies ($28 million). Source: Office of the Press Secretary, The White House 2nd April 2013, FACT SHEET; The Brain Initiative available at: https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/04/02/fact-sheet-brain-initiative (accessed 20/2/2016)
[9] The Overview of the Human Brain Project states: 'Understanding the human brain is one of the greatest challenges facing 21st century science. If we can rise to the challenge, we can gain profound insights into what makes us human, develop new treatments for brain disease and build revolutionary new computing technologies.' Available at: https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/2016-overview (accessed 01/07/2016). Similarly, the aims of the BRAIN Initiative focuses on treatments for brain diseases and on how it 'will accelerate the development and application of new technologies that will enable researchers to produce dynamic pictures of the brain that show how individual brain cells and complex neural circuits interact at the speed of thought. These technologies will open new doors to explore how the brain records, processes, usage, new things and retrieve vast quantities of information, and shed light on the complex
the period 2005–2012 found 1585 cases where such evidence was used by criminal defendants.

Crim 1709 discussed below n55.

[2006] 1 Cr App Rep 55 discussed above n20; added the 20 appeals against both conviction and sentence.

Both conviction and sentence (9.8%).

Criminal offences were appeals solely against conviction (29.9%) and a further 20 appeals against (27.9%). Of these 44 were cases where the defendant was initially convicted of murder.

"absolutely critical to these convictions" [175] when it became doubted the conviction was unsafe. Rock's conviction for murder was reduced to a conviction for manslaughter. The scientific evidence had cast doubt on the extent of force required to cause the injuries: 'A brief period of violence (going beyond even rough play) was all that was required to cause Heidi's fatal injuries; such violence undoubtedly furnishes the mental element necessary for a conviction of murder. It was to be upheld.'

21 experts were called, 11 for the Crown and ten for the appellants. Most unusually the court's assistance' in this case the convictions of Harris and Cherry for murder were quashed as a [2005] All ER (D) 06 (Jul); [2005] All ER (D) 06 (Jul), R v Harris; R v Rock; R v Cherry; R v Faulder [2005] EWCA Crim 1980 [184]. In this case the expert evidence was described as "absolutely critical to these convictions" [175] when it became doubted the conviction was unsafe and overturned.

57 of the 204 reported appeal cases identified by Catley and Claydon were homicide offences (27.9%). Of these 44 were cases where the defendant was initially convicted of murder.

92 of the 204 cases identified were appeals solely against sentence (45.1%), to which can be added the 20 appeals against both conviction and sentence.
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Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B359, 1775, 1776 (2) "when it comes to the issue of free

will itself, hard determinism is mostly correct. Free will, as we ordinarily understand it, is an illusion." Ibid, 1783 (3) "It is possible, however, that neuroscience will change these moral intuitions by undermining the intuitive, libertarian conceptions of free will on which retributivism depends." Ibid, 1783 (4) "Free will as we ordinarily understand it is an illusion generated by our cognitive architecture." Ibid, 1784. Greene and Cohen go on to use their understanding of neuroscience to argue that the law should abandon retributivist approaches to punishment and adopt consequentalist approaches. The emphasis of Greene and Cohen and others on free will has been criticised, most notably by Stephen Morse see in particular: Stephen J. Morse 'The Non­Problem of Free Will in Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology' [2007] 25 Rohan. Sci. & L. 203. Morse is correct in noting that the Anglo­American courts rarely refer to freewill. However, as noted in the quotes from Blackstone, Hart and the Law Commission discussed below, law is based on an assumption that people have choice - an assumption that is challenged if one accepts a hard determinist viewpoint.

While hard determinism has had to cope with quantum indeterminacy this does not help

to acknowledge a certain randomness at the sub atomic, particle level. But this does not mean that free will is suddenly restored to the hard determinist's equation.

W. Blackstone, Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England, Book IV - Chapter II: Of the

Persons Capable of Committing Crimes.


The Law Commission Discussion Paper proposes a change to the law so that an individual who

wholly lacks capacity to control his actions should have a defence. If the lack of capacity arose from a

qualifying recognised medical condition the defendant would be entitled to a not criminally

responsible by reason of a recognised medical condition verdict. If the lack of capacity did not arise from a recognised medical condition, then the defendant would be entitled to a not guilty verdict.

Ibid proposal 3 para 10.8 and proposal 13 para 10.18.

For authors who have developed the idea that free will is an illusion see for example: Daniel


See for example Walter Sinnott-Armstrong and Lynn Nadel (eds) Conscious Will and Responsibility: A Debate to Benjamin Libet (OUP 2010). In particular, see the chapters within the book by Larry

Alexander, 'Criminal and Moral Responsibility and the Libet Experiments', Adina L. Roskies, 'Why Libet's Studies Don't Pose a Threat to Free Will' and Gideon Yafeh 'Libet and the Criminal Law's Voluntary Act Requirement'. It should also be noted that Benjamin Libet, himself, did not view his experiment as necessarily denying the existence of free will: see his chapter entitled 'Do We Have Free Will' in the same edited collection.


There are occasions where the law does not hold individuals responsible for their choice - for

example the English common law defences of self­defence and of duress. Similarly the existence of an age of criminal responsibility, does not deny that children have choice, but reflects a societal view that young children should not be viewed as criminally responsible.

See for example Albert Einstein: "I am a determinist. As such, I do not believe in free will." letter to Paul Ehrenfest (1928). Similarly, "I do not believe in free will." Albert Einstein My Credo (1912). Daniel Dennet assembles a range of similar quotes in his lecture Is Free Will an Illusion? What Can Cognitive Science Tell Us? at the Santa Fe Institute available online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCFPlsSe5cA] accessed 5 April 2016 including: Wolf Singer: "No one is responsible for their action since all is predetermined by the brain". Colm Frith: "Is it possible to predict people's actions on the basis of neural activity that precedes their conscious decision? If so, then free will is an illusion." Stephen Hawking: "Recent experiments in neuroscience support the view that it is our physical brain, following the laws of science, that determine our actions, and not agency that exists outside those laws. ... It is hard to imagine how free will can exist if our behavior is determined by physical law, so it seems that we are no more than... biological machines and that free will is just an illusion." Albert Einstein: "A being endowed with higher insight and more perfect intelligence, watching man and his doings, would smile about man's illusion that he was acting according to his own free will."
considerable degree of brain atrophy, as shown by the CCMRI scanning, http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/664514.stm

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/599526.stm

Parte Pinochet Ugarte (No. 3)
Parte Pinochet (No. 2)
UKHL 52; also sub nom Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, Ex

Having commented: "We have no doubt that the medical condition of Saunders will be fully and obviously in a considerably less acute form, last summer when the judge passed sentence: ‘R v Saunders and another The Independent 17 May 1991

This included three decisions of the House of Lords: (1) R v Bartle and the Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis and Others, Ex Parte Pinchot [1998] UKHL 41; also sub nom R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, Ex Parte Pinchot Ugarte [2000] 1 AC 61. (2) Re Pinchot [1999] UKHL 52; also sub nom R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, Ex Parte Pinchot Ugarte (No. 2) [2000] 1 AC 139. (3) R v Bartle and the Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis and Others, Ex Parte Pinchot [1999] UKHL 17; also sub nom R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, Ex Parte Pinchot Ugarte (No. 3) [2000] 1 AC 147.

BBC News, 'Pinochet "unfit to stand trial"', (BBC News, 12 January 2000)

BBC News, 'Pinochet arrives in Chile', (BBC News, 3 March 2008)

At his appeal one of the doctors who had examined him, Mr. Goody, expressed the view that: 'Mr Saunders is suffering from a form of pre-senile dementia. Mr Saunders certainly has a considerable degree of brain atrophy, as shown by the CCMRI scanning, and, more importantly, by clinical findings.' R v Saunders and another The Independent 17 May 1991

His step-daughter's age is not given in Burns and Swedlow's case study, but she is described as being pre-pubescence. For the purposes of the identification of the likely criminal offences applicable on the facts in English law it has been assumed that she was under 13. If she was 13 or over other offences carrying lesser maximum sentences would apply. On the facts he could also be guilty of 'Sexual activity with a child family member' contrary to section 25 and/or 'Inciting a child family member to engage in sexual activity' contrary to section 26 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003. Assuming there was no penetration these offences would carry a maximum sentence of five years' imprisonment.

Categorisation into the more serious 'moderate brain damage' category.

The principle is normally referred to in English law by reference to the Latin phrase: "ex turpi causa non oritur action", often shortened to "ex turpi causa".

These are arguments not based on the particular appellant's brain, but rather on the general scientific understanding of the development of the juvenile brain.

In contrast Catley and Claydon's research over the same time period in England and Wales found no reported cases where general developing brain theories were used on behalf of juvenile defendants.


Meah v McCreamer [1985] 1 All ER 367.

Meah was awarded £100,000 for being imprisoned for life. He was subsequently sued by two of his victims see: W v Meah; D v Meah and another [1986] 1 All ER 935. He attempted (but failed) to recover the compensation he was ordered to pay to his victims from the car insurers see: Meah v McCreamer (No. 2) [1996] 1 All ER 947.


The principle is normally referred to in English law by reference to the Latin phrase: "ex turpi causa non oritur action", often shortened to "ex turpi causa".

For example, the definitions of 'moderate brain damage' and 'less severe brain damage' both refer inter alia to: 'personality change' as one of the factors that will lead to that particular categorisation and level of compensation. More severe personality changes may push the categorisation into the more serious 'moderate brain damage' category.
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